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Abstract—Dynamic constrained optimisation problems
(DCOPs) widely exist in the real world due to frequently
changing factors influencing the environment. Many dynamic
optimisation methods such as diversity-driven methods, memory
and prediction methods offer different strategies to deal with
environmental changes. However, when DCOPs change very
fast or have very limited time for the algorithm to react, the
potential of these methods is limited due to time shortage
for re-optimisation and adaptation. This is especially true for
population-based dynamic optimisation methods, which normally
need quite a few fitness evaluations to find a near-optimum
solution. To address this issue, this paper proposes to tackle
fast-changing DCOPs through a smart combination of offline
and online optimisation. The offline optimisation aims to prepare
a set of good solutions for all possible environmental changes
beforehand. With this solution set, the online optimisation
aims to react quickly to each truly happening environmental
change by doing optimisation on the set. To find this solution
set, this paper further proposes to use competitive co-evolution
for offline optimisation by co-evolving candidate solutions
and environmental parameters. The experimental studies on
a well-known benchmark test set of DCOPs show that the
proposed method outperforms existing methods significantly
especially when the environment changes very fast.
Index Terms—dynamic optimisation, competitive co-evolution,
dynamic constrained optimisation problems, local search.
I. INTRODUCTION
DYNAMIC constrained optimisation problems (DCOPs)are a sub-category of dynamic optimisation problems
(DOPs), for which an optimiser is expected to identify the
new optimum efficiently when the problem changes. In the
literature, many dynamic optimisation approaches have been
proposed for DOPs, including diversity-driven approaches
(e.g. diversity introducing/maintaining and multi-population
methods), memory approaches, and prediction approaches [1].
However, most of them are concerned about unconstrained
DOPs or DCOPs with box constraints only. In practice,
DCOPs usually involve more complicated dynamics, e.g., non-
linear constraints change over time, or a new global optimum
emerges in a newly appeared feasible area, or the global
optimum moves from one feasible region to another one [2].
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Until now, the existing studies on DCOPs are relatively few
[3]. Most of them were proposed mainly by making modi-
fications to existing approaches. For example, the authors in
[4] employed the repair method to accept diversified infeasible
individuals. In our previous work [5], we applied a speciation
method to maintain good solutions in different feasible regions
during the optimisation process. The authors in [6] modified
the abstract memory method to make it fit for DCOPs. In [3]
and [7], methods were proposed to predict the locations of
future optima and future feasible regions for re-initialisation,
respectively.
However, challenges still exist in the field of DCOPs. In
real-world applications, a DCOP might change very fast or
only allow limited time for the algorithm to react. For example,
in high-frequency trading, the system needs to continually
make an efficient decision to deal with rapid changes in
financial asset price [8]. Also, an automatic driving system
needs to rapidly adjust its operation to deal with the changing
road condition. In another scenario, a dynamic load-balancing
algorithm must complete task assignments with very short time
limits [9]. For these problems, existing methods will indicate
a rather weak performance. Diversity introducing/maintaining
methods lack sufficient time to find satisfactory solutions for
each environmental change as the time budget for optimisation
is small. Although multi-population methods, memory meth-
ods as well as prediction methods aim to provide good solution
once a change happens, they have very strong assumptions
about the problem. Also, when the problem changes very fast,
memory approaches will be short of optimal solutions in the
archive and the quality of prediction accuracy in prediction
approaches will be low due to the lack of good samples.
When facing dynamic optimisation problems, good initial
solutions are essential for fast reaction to each environmental
change. Suppose we can explore as many different environ-
mental changes as possible and find good solutions under
such environmental changes beforehand. Then, fast optimisa-
tion can be expected for each truly happening environmental
change by conducting an efficient local search starting from
one of these found solutions. In other words, we can spend
much offline computation time to identify good solutions
under a variety of possible environments. In the online mode,
when the environment changes, the most similar environment
that have been explored in the offline mode can be identified
and the solution found under this environment can be used for
fast online optimisation. In this paper, the offline computations
are done in the preparation stage before the whole system
runs (i.e. before the algorithm starts to face environmental
changes). Once the system runs, the computations are called
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2online computations. It can be seen that this strategy offers
a novel approach for DCOPs with very strong time limits on
which no other existing methods can perform well.
However, locating a good solution set for a DCOP is non-
trivial as the number of possible environments can be infinite.
We need to identify both, possible environments and the best
solutions under them. One possible solution is to divide all
possible environments into groups and find one good solution
for each group. To achieve this, representative environments
need to be sampled and then a good solution set needs to be
found for these environments. The representative environment
sampled each time should be the one that challenges the
current solution set the most. Moreover, the solution set needs
to be updated to conquer the newly sampled environments.
Considering the relationship between solution set and envi-
ronments as described above, an analogy can be drawn to the
relationship between host and parasite populations in compet-
itive co-evolution (CC) [10]. CC belongs to co-evolutionary
algorithms which also contain cooperative co-evolution [11].
In CC, the host population and parasite population are co-
evolved in an adversarial way to solve problems without
explicit objective function. During the evolutionary process,
the fitness of each individual in the host population depends
on its performance on the individuals in the parasite population
and vice versa. Through this way, both of the two populations
can be enhanced. In [12], competitive co-evolution (CC) has
been successfully applied to evolve sorting networks and a test
suite simultaneously.
Motivated from this, we propose in this paper to offline
search a set of promising solutions under different environ-
ments by employing CC to co-evolve the environments and
their solutions. After this, the solution set is used to optimise
the corresponding DCOP online and is updated continuously
according to the encountered environments. Our proposed
method is called competitive co-evolution for DCOPs (CCDO
for short). In CCDO, local search is conducted from the
obtained solution set to do fast online optimisation once
a change is detected. Although the offline co-evolutionary
search process may be computationally intensive, it is feasible
nowadays because of cheap CPUs/GPUs and because of the
need to tackle fast-changing DCOPs online. In a sense, this
might be a little analogous to neural network learning, where
training could be very time-consuming and take a very long
time, but testing of a trained neural network is very fast.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section II
presents the problem formulation and related work. Section
III details the proposed CCDO method. In Section IV, the
experiments on dynamic constrained optimisation benchmark
problems are presented. Section V concludes this paper and
give future work directions.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this section, the problem formulation for DCOPs studied
in this paper and the existing optimisation algorithms for
DCOPs as well as existing methods that aimed at fast reaction
to DOPs within limited time are reviewed.
A. Problem Formulation
Without loss of generality, the DCOPs considered in this
paper has the following formulation:
minimise
x
f(x,α(t))
s.t. gi(x,α(t)) ≤ 0, i = 1, 2, ..., k
s.t. hj(x,α(t)) = 0, j = 1, 2, ..., l
(1)
where x = [x0, x1, ..., xDx ]
T denotes the decision variable
vector and Dx is the dimension of the search space, k and
l denotes the number of inequality constraints and equality
constraints, t denotes the time, and α is the vector of environ-
mental parameters which vary at a certain frequency as time
goes by. The variation range of each environmental parameter
in α is assumed to be known beforehand in this paper.
B. Existing Dynamic Constrained Optimisation Methods
Existing methods for DCOPs mainly focus on combining
known dynamic strategies and constraint handling techniques
together. In this section, they are categorised into three classes:
diversity-driven approaches, memory approaches and predic-
tion approaches. Each of them will be introduced in the
following sub-sections.
1) Diversity-driven Approaches: Researchers have com-
bined Random Immigrant (RI) [13] and Hypermutation (Hy-
perM) [14] methods with a penalty function [15] to solve
DCOPs in [2]. However, neither RI nor HyperM performed
effectively on DCOPs. To address this issue, the authors in
[2] suggested using constraint handling techniques that can
maintain diversified infeasible solutions or tracking moving
feasible regions.
To maintain diversified infeasible solutions, researchers have
used constraint handling techniques that accept both feasible
and infeasible individuals. In [2], the authors combined the
repair method [16] with RI and HyperM, respectively. Through
the use of the repair method, infeasible solutions that are
able to make good feasible solutions can survive in the
selection process. Similar repair methods were also considered
in [4] and [17]. However, the shortcoming of using repair
methods is that a lot of feasibility checkings are required
during optimisation. The authors in [18] employed a simple
ranking scheme [19] to deal with constraints in DCOPs. This
scheme first ranks individuals with respect to each of their
objective function values, sum of constraint violation values
and numbers of violated constraints, and then uses the sum of
these three ranks to evaluate each individual. This work was
further improved in [20] through the use of a more complex
function of the three ranks to evaluate individuals and the use
of Shannon’s index of diversity.
To locate and track feasible regions, we proposed a
speciation-based method in a previous work, called speciated
evolution with local search (SELS) [5]. The SELS method
utilises deterministic crowding [21] to make comparisons
among similar individuals and assortative mating [22] to
induce speciation. By doing these, good solutions can be
maintained in different feasible regions and thus feasible
regions can be located and tracked. In [3], the authors used
3multiple sub-populations to locate and track multiple feasible
regions. They also employed a gradient-based repair method
[23] to accelerate locating feasible regions and adaptive local
search to exploit located feasible regions.
2) Memory Approaches: The authors in [6] first proposed to
use a memory approach for DCOPs and modified the abstract
memory method to make it fit for DCOPs. The memory
approach builds two memories to represent the distribution
of previously good individuals and feasible regions. To make
good use of them, two schemes, blending and censoring were
proposed. In the blending scheme, some solutions are gener-
ated from each memory and then all of them are introduced
into the population. In the censoring scheme, solutions of more
than the original size are generated from the good individual
memory and then are censored by the feasibility memory. Only
the selected solutions are introduced into the population. In [3],
the authors introduced a memory strategy to track previously
feasible regions. This strategy maintains two memories. One
memory archives previously found local optima and the other
saves previously found best solutions. They are divided into
species and a random individual from each species is used for
population re-initialisation.
3) Prediction Approaches: To solve DCOPs, the authors
in [7] combined the infeasibility driven evolutionary algo-
rithm (IDEA) [24] proposed for static constrained optimisation
problems with a prediction method. This method assumes that
the change patterns of optimum locations can be fitted by an
AutoRegressive model. Under this assumption, it applied Au-
toRegressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) to predict
the location of future optima based on the obtained best in-
dividuals from previous generation. Solutions generated from
the prediction method are used for population re-initialisation.
This work was further improved in [25] by reducing the use
of memory and using a new anticipation mechanism.
In [3], a prediction method was proposed for DCOPs to
predict the locations of future feasible regions. Each species
is considered as a feasible region and the prediction method
uses the species seed as a representative of one species. A
linear method is used to predict locations of multiple feasible
regions based on the species seeds from past generations. They
are later used for population re-initialisation.
C. Other Related Dynamic Optimisation Methods
To obtain fast reaction to DOPs, researchers have proposed
parallel implementation of dynamic evolutionary algorithms
(EAs) in [26], [27]. In these methods, the operation (e.g. fitness
evaluation) on every individual in the population is imple-
mented in parallel, so that the evolution in each generation
can be accelerated under a parallel computing environment.
For computationally expensive DOPs, every fitness evaluation
is computationally costly so that the allowed fitness functions
for each change are very limited. To deal with such problems,
the authors in [28], [29], [30] built computationally cheap
surrogate models to replace exact fitness evaluations. Through
this way, the time spent on the evaluation of each individual
is reduced so that the algorithm can have more evaluations for
optimisation after each change.
Although these methods were developed for DCOPs and
DOPs, challenges still exist in the field of DCOPs. When prob-
lems change very fast, existing diversity-driven approaches,
memory approaches and prediction approaches can not work
well. The diversity-driven approaches do not have enough time
to find a satisfactory solution. The memory approaches can not
have optimal solutions to archive and thus the prediction ap-
proaches can not have useful samples for accurate prediction.
For the parallel method and surrogate method, they are com-
monly used methods to accelerate EAs in static optimisation.
Their capabilities of adaptation to environmental changes still
highly depend on the underlying dynamic handling methods.
Therefore, efficient dynamic handling methods are still needed
for DCOPs with fast changes.
III. COMPETITIVE CO-EVOLUTION FOR DCOPS
To solve fast-changing DCOPs, the proposed CCDO method
employs a competitive co-evolutionary search process to locate
a set of good solutions for different environments in an
offline way and uses them for online optimisation to deal
with environmental changes. In this section, the offline set
search process and the online optimisation process of CCDO
are detailed.
A. Offline Set Search Using Competitive Co-evolution
Considering the DCOP defined in Eq. (1), to locate a set of
good solutions that can maximally cover all possible values of
α, CCDO first generate two populations, one is the solution
population (denoted as SP), the other is the environment
population (denoted as SP). Fig. 1 shows the representation of
individuals in SP and EP. The sizes of SP and EP are recorded
as m and n, respectively. In SP, each individual is denoted
as xi(i = 1, 2, ...,m). In EP, each individual is denoted as
αj(j = 1, 2, ..., n). Each αj represents a fixed environment
and the values of αj denote the values of environmental
parameters. The DCOP problem under the environment of
αj is a static optimisation problem. Each xi is a candidate
solution for the dynamic problem under the environment of
αj . CCDO intialises both SP and EP by randomly generating
m individuals from the search space of x and n individuals
from the variation range of α.
𝒙"𝒙#𝒙$
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Fig. 1. Representations for SP and EP
After initialisation, CCDO co-evolves SP and EP in a com-
petitive way. Algorithm 1 gives the co-evolutionary framework
for SP and EP. In this algorithm, Dx and Da are the dimension
4of the solution space and environment space for the DCOP,
respectively. The evolution of SP aims to obtain better and
better solutions for individuals in EP and the evolution of EP
aims to obtain more and more challenging environments for
individuals in SP. Thus, the evaluation of each individual in
SP/EP depends on the individuals in EP/SP. The SP obtained
in the final generation in Algorithm 1 is the solution set to
find in the offline stage.
As CCDO aims to locate good solutions under different en-
vironments, the solutions in SP should not only conquer more
and more challenging environments in EP but also maintain
good performance on previously conquered environments. To
keep good performance of SP on previously environments,
we introduce an external archive (denoted as EAr) to store
previous individuals in EP that SP performs well on. When
evaluating SP, both individuals in EP and EAr are considered.
In the following parts, Steps 6-8 in Algorithm 1 will be
detailed.
Algorithm 1 Co-evolutionary Framework for SP and EP
Input: Search space for the solution: RDx , range for the enviromen-
tal parameters: RDa , maximum number of generations: Gmax ,
maximum generation number to evolve SPg: esp
1: Set g = 0
2: Initialise solution population SP0 based on RDx
3: Initialise environment population EP0 based on RDa
4: Set EAr = ∅
5: while g ≤ Gmax do
6: Evolve SPg for esp generations to get SPg+1 based on EPg∪
EAr
7: Evolve EPg for one generation based on SPg+1
8: Update the archive EAr
9: Set g = g + 1
10: end while
Output: Output SPGmax
1) Evolution of SP: Algorithm 2 gives the evolutionary
process of SP for one generation. At every generation g, two
individuals x1 and x2 are randomly selected from SP at the
current generation (i.e. SPg). Then, a new individual xnew is
generated through evolutionary operation on x1 and x2 and
added to SPg to get SP ′g . After this, the worst individual
xworst that has the smallest fitness will be deleted from SP ′g
and the remaining individuals in SP ′g will enter the next
generation as SPg+1.
Algorithm 2 SP Evolution for One Generation
Input: Solution pop: SPg , environment pop: EPg , archive: EAr
1: Evaluate the fitness of each x in SPg based on EPg ∪ EAr
2: Randomly select x1 and x2 from SPg
3: Generate xnew based on x1 and x2
4: Set SP ′g = SPg ∪ xnew
5: Evaluate the fitness of each x in SP ′g
6: Set SPg+1 = SP ′g/xworst
In CCDO, the fitness of xi in SP is defined as the per-
formance drop of SP on EP and EAr after deleting xi from
SP. Suppose F (SP ,α) denotes the performance of SP for a
dynamic problem under the environment α. It is calculated as
the fitness of xbest that performs best on α among all xi in
SP. If xbest is feasible for the problem under the environment
α, then F (SP ,α) = f(xbest ,α); otherwise, F (SP ,α) is
set to the sum of constraint violation values of xbest on α.
Considering the problem scaling, we define the fitness of xi
in SP as the number of α in EP and EAr on which the
performance changes if deleting xi from SP. That is:
Fit(xi,SP ,EP ∪ EAr)
=
∑
α∈EP∪EAr
[F (SP ,α) 6= F (SP/xi,α)] (2)
When comparing two individuals in SP that have the same
Fit(xi,SP ,AP ∪EAr), one individual is randomly selected.
2) Evolution of EP: Algorithm 3 details the evolutionary
process of EP for one generation. At every generation g, a
new population EPnew is generated based on EPg using
evolutionary operation. Then, EPg and EPnew are combined
to obtain EP ′g . After this, EPg and EPnew will be compared
using a pair-wise comparison based on their challenging
degree. All winners will enter next generation as EPg+1 and
all losers will be used to update the external archive EAr.
Algorithm 3 EP Evolution for One Generation
Input: Environment pop: EPg , solution pop: SPg
1: Generate a new population EPnew based on EPg using crossover
and mutation
2: Set EP ′g = EPg ∪ EPnew
3: Evaluate each α in EP ′g
4: for i=1,2,...,size of EP do
5: if EP ig is more challenging than EP inew then
6: EP ig+1 = EP ig
7: EP iworse = EP inew
8: else
9: EP ig+1 = EP inew
10: EP iworse = EP ig
11: end if
12: end for
13: Using EPworse to update the archive EAr
An environment α can be said to be more challenging if
individuals in SP perform better under this environment. Thus,
to evaluate the challenging degree of an individual αj in EP,
CCDO randomly generates a set of solutions (denoted as I)
and uses the improvement obtained by SP over I on αj to
calculate the fitness. According to whether the best solutions
for αj in I and SP are feasible and whether an improvement
is investigated, an individual αj can be categorised into the
following four cases:
1) The best solution for αj in SP is infeasible. In this case,
the fitness of αj is defined as the sum of constraint
violation values of the best solution.
2) The best solution for αj in SP is feasible, but it is
worse than the best solution for αj in I . In this case,
the improvement obtained by I over SP on αj is used to
evaluate it. That is,
Fit(αj) =
minx∈SPF (x, αj)−minx∈IF (x, αj)
max(|minx∈IF (x, αj)|, |minx∈SPF (x, αj)|)
(3)
The larger the improvement is, the more challenging αj
is.
3) The best solution for αj in SP is feasible and the
best solution in I is infeasible. In this case, as the
5improvement is hard to calculate, the fitness of αj is
defined as the function value of the best solution in SP
for αj (i.e. minx∈SPF (x, αj)).
4) Both the best solutions for αj in SP and I are feasible but
the best solution in SP is better than the best solution in I.
αj is considered less challenging if a larger improvement
is obtained by SP over I . Thus, the fitness of αj is defined
as the minus of the improvement obtained by SP over I
on αj . That is,
Fit(αj) =
minx∈SPF (x, αj)−minx∈IF (x, αj)
max(|minx∈IF (x, αj)|, |minx∈SPF (x, αj)|)
(4)
In each case, the larger the fitness is, the more challenging
αj is. When comparing individuals belonging to different
cases, an individual belonging to case 1 is considered more
challenging than an individual that belongs to case 2, an
individual belonging to case 2 is considered more challenging
than an individual belonging to case 3 or case 4. When
comparing an individual belonging to case 3 and an individual
belonging to case 4, a random one is selected.
3) Maintain and Update External Archive: The external
archive EAr stores previously good environments. In the
evolution of EP, the individuals that do not enter the next
generation will be saved into EAr as they are less challenging.
At the beginning, all α individuals that do not enter the
next generation will be saved directly into EAr. When the
number of added individuals achieves the size of EAr, each
new individual α will be added according to the following
replacement rules:
1) Set EAr ′ = EAr ∪α,
2) Calculate the diversity contribution of each individual in
EAr ′,
3) Delete the individual that has the least contribution to the
diversity of the archive.
In CCDO, the diversity contribution of each individual is
calculated as the reduction of the diversity of the archive
when deleting this individual. The diversity of the archive
is calculated as the mean value of the difference between
each pair of individuals in the archive. The difference of two
individuals αi and αj is calculated as follows:
Diff (αi,αj) = −Spearman(Ranks(SP ,αi),Ranks(SP ,αj))
(5)
where Spearman denotes the Spearman’s rank correlation co-
efficient or Spearman’s rho [31] between Ranks(SP ,αi) and
Ranks(SP ,αj). Ranks(SP ,αi)(Ranks(SP ,αj)) denotes the
performance rank vector of all individuals in SP on αi(αj).
If xi is the individual in SP that peforms best on α, then its
rank is 1. If it performs second best, its rank is 2, and so on.
B. Online Optimisation for Environmental Changes
In the online optimisation process, CCDO reacts to truly
happening changes of a DCOP based on the solution set
(SPGmax ) obtained in the offline stage. Algorithm 4 gives
the process of online optimisation. At the beginning, CCDO
uses SPGmax to initialise a population pop. Then, at each
generation, CCDO conducts local search on each individual in
the population to do fast optimisation. In the filed of EAs, local
search is usually used in memetic algroithms/computing [32],
[33] to do exploitation in the neighborhood of an individual.
Algorithm 4 Online Optimisation Process
Input: Search space for the solution: RDx , number of individuals
to detect changes: detectk, SPGmax obtained from offline set
search
1: Initialise a population pop based on SPGmax
2: Evaluate pop with the current f
3: while stopping criteria is not satisfied do
4: for each solution xi in the population pop do
5: Re-evaluate xi to detect whether a change happens
6: if a change is detected then
7: Update the solution set SPGmax
8: Re-initialise the population based on SPGmax ∪ LS best
9: Go to step 3
10: else
11: if the distance between xi and memls is larger than
1e-2 then
12: Do SQP local search on xi to get xbesti
13: Archive xi into memls
14: Archive xbesti into LS best
15: Set xi = xbesti
16: end if
17: Generate x′i = xi + δ ∗ randn(1, Dx)
18: if f(x′i) is better than f(xi) then
19: Set xi = x′i
20: end if
21: end if
22: end for
23: Re-evaluate detectk sentinel solutions to detect changes
24: if change is detected then
25: Update the solution set SPGmax
26: Re-initialise the population pop based on SPGmax ∪LS best
27: end if
28: end while
In this paper, we implemented the local search operation by
considering both the traditional sequential quadratic program-
ming (SQP) [34] and the Gaussian mutation. To implement
SQP, the Matlab optimisation toolbox and fmincon function
[35] were used in this work. In SQP, the gradient information
for the objective and constraint functions is estimated by the
forward difference formula. More implementation details can
be found in [35]. After doing SQP, a Gaussian mutation is
conducted on the resultant individual. The mutant individual
will replace the original individual if it is better. To avoid doing
SQP on similar individuals, individuals that have undergone
SQP will be recorded in a memory, memls. At every gener-
ation, if the distance between one individual and the nearest
individual in the memls is less than 1e-2, SQP is omitted
on this individual. At the end of each generation, individuals
whose distance to the nearest individual in the memls is less
than 1e-2 are replaced by random individuals.
To detect changes, CCDO re-evaluates each individual in
the current population before doing local search operation on
it. Moreover, CCDO generates several random individuals and
uses them as sentinels. After local search operation, CCDO re-
evaluates sentinels to detect changes. If a change is detected,
CCDO will first update the solution set SPGmax with the best
solution found for last environmental change, and then re-
initialise the population based on the updated SPGmax and
6the optimal solutions LS best obtained by the last local search
operations.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
In the experimental study, we aim to answer the following
two questions:
1. whether identifying a set of promising solutions in advance
would be beneficial to DCOPs with fast changes?
2. whether the use of CC to search the solution set is a good
choice?
To answer the first question, a DCOP benchmark test
set with different change frequencies was used to test the
performance of CCDO and performance comparisons were
made between it and existing methods. We also replaced
some aspects of CCDO with other strategies to check the
performance change on the test functions. To answer the
second question, we compared the solution set found offline
by CC and the solution set obtained by the method with a
randomly generated set of environments. The following parts
in this section will present experimental details and results.
A. Comparison between CCDO and Existing Methods
The proposed CCDO method was compared with 4 state-
of-the-art algorithms, SELS [5], DDECV [36], EBBPSO-T
[20], LTFR-DSPSO [3]. Different from SELS, DDECV and
EBBPSO-T, LTFR-DSPSO applied a gradient-based repair
method [23] to handle the constraints but the cost of all fea-
sibility calculations was ignored in LTFR-DSPSO. To make a
fair comparison, the CCDO method was modified by using the
same gradient-based repair method when compared to LTFR-
DSPSO. The resultant method is recorded as CCDO+Repair.
In CCDO+Repair, only the feasible solution and the sentinel
solutions are evaluated with the objective function. For each
infeasible solution, a repair operation is conducted. If the
solution obtained from local search is still infeasible, the repair
operation is also conducted on this solution. In this section,
when comparing two different methods, the Wilcoxon rank-
sum test with a confidence level at 0.05 was used.
1) Benchmark Problems: In the literature, there exist two
suites of DCOP benchmark test functions, one was proposed
in [2] and the other was given in [3]. The latter one comprises
test functions that have smaller feasible regions. Considering
that DCOPs with small feasible regions usually prefer methods
that deal with constraints using a repair mechanism, we only
used the DCOP test problems in the former suite in this study.
In the experiments, 9 DCOP benchmark test functions given in
[2] were used. These are G24-l (dF, fC), G24-2 (dF, fC), G24-
3 (dF, dC), G24-3b (dF, dC), G24-4 (dF, dC), G24-5 (dF, dC),
G24-6a (dF, fC), G24-6c (dF, fC), G24-7 (fF, dC). Here, ‘dF’,
‘fF’, ‘dC’, and ‘fC’ mean dynamic objective function, fixed
objective function, dynamic constraint functions, and fixed
constraint functions, respectively. All of these test functions
are minimising problems.
In our experiments, 6 settings for the change frequency of
each test function were considered. They are 1000, 500, 250,
100, 50 and 25 objective function evaluations (FEs). Note that
the setting of 100, 50 or 25 FEs means the problem changes
very fast. As far as we know, none of the previous studies in
the field of DCOPs have considered such settings. The change
severity was set to be medium (i.e., k = 0.5 and s = 20). The
environmental parameters for the 9 DCOP test functions are
the variables in them that changes as time goes by. The details
of the environmental parameters and their ranges in each test
function are given in Table I. The range for each environmental
parameter was set as the interval between the minimum value
and the maximum value that the parameter can have when the
number of problem changes is set to 12.
An ideal solution set for a DCOP should be the one that
comprises an optimal solution for any environment in the range
of environmental parameter values. To better characterise the
DCOP test functions, Table I gives the smallest size that an
ideal solution set can have for each test function in the column
of ‘solution size’. It can be seen from Table I that the 9 test
functions can be classified into two groups. The first group
includes G24-l (dF, fC), G24-2 (dF, fC), G24-6a (dF, fC), G24-
6c (dF, fC), for which the smallest ideal solution set has a
limited size. The second group includes G24-3 (dF, dC), G24-
3b (dF, dC), G24-4 (dF, dC), G24-5 (dF, dC), G24-6d (dF, fC),
and G24-7 (fF, dC), for which the smallest ideal solution set
has an unlimited size.
TABLE I
ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS FOR EACH TEST FUNCTION
Function Parameters Ranges Solution Size
G24-l (dF,fC) p1 [-1,1] 2
G24-2 (dF,fC) p1, p2 [-1,1],[-1,1] 5
G24-6a (dF,fC) p1 [-1,1] 2
G24-6c (dF,fC) p1 [-1,1] 2
G24-3 (dF,dC) s2 [-0.2,2] many
G24-3b (dF,dC) p1, s2 [-1,1], [-0.2,2] many
G24-4 (dF,dC) p1, s2 [-1,1], [0,2.2] many
G24-5 (dF,dC) p1, p2, s2 [-1,1],[-1,1],[0,2.2] many
G24-7 (fF,dC) s2 [0,2.2] many
2) Performance Metrics: As different performance metrics
were considered to assess the efficacy of the 4 methods for
comparison in their original papers, different performance
metrics were also applied in this paper when making dif-
ferent comparisons. When comparing the CCDO with SELS,
EBBPSO-T and DDECV, the modified offline error averaged at
each function evaluation was used to evaluate the performance
of each algorithm. The modified offline error averaged at each
function evaluation is defined as follows:
EMO =
1
num of eval
num of eval∑
j=1
eMO(j) (6)
where num of eval denotes the maximum number of the
function evaluations, and eMO(j) denotes the error of the best
feasible solution obtained at j-th evaluation. If there are no
feasible solutions at the j-th evaluation, the worst possible
value that a feasible solution can have will be taken. The
error value of a feasible solution means the difference between
its function value and the best possible value that a feasible
solution can have. The best and worst possible values that a
feasible solution can have were approximated by experiments
7for each test function. The smaller the modified offline error
is, the better the algorithm performs.
When comparing the CCDO+Repair with LTFR-DSPSO,
the modified offline error averaged at every generation was
used to evaluate the performance of each algorithm. The
modified offline error averaged at every generation is defined
as follows:
EMO =
1
num of gen
num of gen∑
j=1
eMO(j) (7)
where num of gen denotes the maximum number of the
function evaluations, and eMO(j) denotes the error of the best
feasible solution obtained at j-th generation. If there are no
feasible solutions at the j-th generation, the worst possible
value that a feasible solution can have will be taken.
3) Parameter Settings: When compared to SELS,
EBBPSO-T and DDECV, the number of changes was set to
12, which is the same as in [5]. The parameter settings for
the competitive co-evolutionary search process and online
optimisation are given in Tables II and III, respectively. For
the parameter setting of SQP, the other parameters were set
as default except the parameters mentioned in Table III. The
parameter setting for SELS is the same as in its original paper
[5]. The experimental results of EBBPSO-T and DDECV in
their original papers were used for comparison.
TABLE II
PARAMETER SETTINGS FOR CO-EVOLUTIONARY SEARCH PROCESS WHEN
COMPARING CCDO WITH SELS, EBBPSO-T AND DDECV
Gmax 50 SPsize 10
EArsize 10 EPsize 10
isize 5 esp 50
SP evolution Gaussian mutation with scale = 0.1, rate = 0.5,Intermediate Crossover with rate = 0.5
EP evolution Gaussian mutation with scale = 0.05, rate = 0.5
TABLE III
PARAMETER SETTINGS FOR ONLINE OPTIMISATION WHEN COMPARING
CCDO WITH SELS, EBBPSO-T AND DDECV
Parameter Value
detectk 4
SQP
ConstraintTolerance = 0
HonorBounds = true
MaxFunctionEvaluations = 20
Mutation Gaussian mutation with scale = 0.1
When compared to LTFR-DSPSO, the number of changes
was set to 10, which is the same as in [3]. The parameter
settings for the competitive co-evolutionary search process and
online optimisation are given in Table IV and Table V, respec-
tively. For the parameter setting of SQP, the other parameters
were set as default except for the parameters mentioned in
Table V. The experimental results of LTFR-DSPSO given in
their original papers were used for comparison.
4) Comparison Results under Change Frequency of 1000
FEs: The most commonly used setting of change frequency
in the previous studies is 1000 FEs. Table VI summarises
the mean and standard deviation of the modified offline error
TABLE IV
PARAMETER SETTINGS FOR CO-EVOLUTIONARY SEARCH PROCESS WHEN
COMPARING CCDO WITH LTFR-DSPSO
Gmax 50 SPsize 20
EArsize 20 EPsize 20
isize 5 esp 50
SP evolution Gaussian mutation with scale = 0.1, rate = 0.5,Intermediate Crossover with rate = 0.5
EP evolution Gaussian mutation with scale = 0.05, rate = 0.5
TABLE V
PARAMETER SETTINGS FOR ONLINE OPTIMISATION WHEN COMPARING
CCDO WITH LTFR-DSPSO
Parameter Value
detectk 4
SQP
ConstraintTolerance = 0
HonorBounds = true
MaxFunctionEvaluations = 50
Mutation Gaussian mutation with scale = 0.1
over 50 runs obtained by DDECV, EBBPSO-T, SELS and the
proposed CCDO method under a change frequency of 1000
FEs. In Table VI, the best result obtained on each test function
is marked in bold according to statistical test.
It can be seen from Table VI that CCDO generally per-
formed best and SELS performed second best among the 4
algorithms. According to the ‘dF’, ‘fF’, ‘dC’, and ‘fC’ features
of test functions, the 9 test functions can be classified into three
groups: (dF, fC), (fF, dC) and (dF, dC). It can be observed that
CCDO performed better than other methods on the groups of
(dF, fC) and (fF, dC) but worse on the group of (dF, dC).
For the test functions in the group of (dF, dC), both the
objective function and constraint functions change over time.
This means the number of possible environments in this group
is bigger than in other groups, which might pose a higher
requirement of the solution set. In future work, CCDO will
be further improved by introducing random individuals in the
initial population in addition to the found solution set and
using other evolutionary operations in addition to local search.
TABLE VI
COMPARISON RESULTS BETWEEN DDECV, EBBPSO-T, SELS AND THE
CCDO METHOD UNDER A CHANGE FREQUENCY OF 1000 FES. BETTER
RESULTS OBTAINED ON EACH TEST FUNCTION ARE MARKED IN BOLD.
Func DDECV EBBPSO-T SELS CCDO
G24-l (dF,fC) 0.109±0.033 0.084±0.041 0.025±0.008 0.009±0.008
G24-2 (dF,fC) 0.126±0.030 0.136±0.013 0.050±0.015 0.015±0.006
G24-3 (fF,dC) 0.057±0.018 0.032±0.005 0.044±0.022 0.015±0.007
G24-3b (dF,dC) 0.134±0.033 0.104±0.015 0.052±0.018 0.039±0.028
G24-4 (dF,dC) 0.131±0.032 0.138±0.022 0.082±0.021 0.121 ±0.030
G24-5 (dF,dC) 0.126±0.030 0.126±0.019 0.054±0.014 0.083±0.021
G24-6a (dF,fC) 0.215±0.067 0.116±0.099 0.055±0.009 0.033±0.008
G24-6c (dF,fC) 0.128±0.025 0.251±0.061 0.052±0.008 0.031±0.007
G24-7 (fF,dC) 0.106±0.022 0.045±0.009 0.087±0.016 0.083±0.013
In Table VII, we also summarise the mean and standard
deviation of the modified offline error over 50 runs obtained
by LTFR-DSPSO and the proposed CCDO under a change
frequency of 1000 FEs. The best result obtained on each test
function is marked in bold. It can be seen from Table VII that
8the CCDO+Repair achieved better results than LTFR-DSPSO
except for only three test functions.
TABLE VII
COMPARISON RESULTS BETWEEN THE LTFR-DSPSO METHOD AND THE
CCDO+REPAIR METHOD. BETTER RESULTS OBTAINED ON EACH TEST
FUNCTION ARE MARKED IN BOLD.
Func LTFR-DSPSO CCDO+Repair
G24-l (dF,fC) 6.09e−06±4.24e−05 7.09e−08±1.96e−07
G24-2 (dF,fC) 8.54e−04±3.38e−03 6.15e−04±3.07e−03
G24-3 (fF,dC) 3.64e−05±1.13e−04 7.87e−11±3.04e−10
G24-3b (dF,dC) 3.82e−05±1.17e−04 7.80e−08±3.78e−07
G24-4 (dF,dC) 5.45e−06±3.79e−05 1.81e−02±9.07e−02
G24-5 (dF,dC) 7.00e−05±4.89e−04 9.92e−07±4.94e−06
G24-6a (dF,fC) 2.21e−18±9.28e−18 5.91e−04±9.80e−04
G24-6c (dF,fC) 1.91e−18±8.82e−18 6.39e−04±1.35e−03
G24-7 (fF,dC) 5.11e−06±3.55e−05 1.28e−13±1.17e−13
5) Comparison Results under Change Frequency of 500
FEs, 250 FEs, 100 FEs, 50 FEs and 25 FEs: To evaluate the
performance of CCDO on fast-changing DCOPs, experiments
were also conducted under five other change frequencies in
addition to 1000 FEs. As no complete results were found for
EBBPSO-T, DDEVC and LTFR-DSPSO on the 9 test func-
tions under these change frequencies, CCDO was compared
in this experiment only to SELS which performed the second
best under a change frequency of 1000 FEs. Tables X and XI
give the comparison results between SELS and CCDO under
change frequencies of 500 FEs, 250 FEs, 100 FEs, 50 FEs
and 25 FEs, respectively.
It can be seen by comparing Tables VI and X that the
advantage of CCDO over SELS is similar when the change
frequency changes from 1000 FEs to 500 FEs or 250 FEs.
However, when the change frequency is further reduced from
1000 FEs to 100 FEs, 50 FEs or 25 FEs, it can be seen from
the Tables VI and XI that the advantage of CCDO over SELS
becomes more obvious. For each change frequency of 100
FEs, 50 FEs and 25 FEs, CCDO obtained better results than
SELS on all 9 test functions.
Fig. 2 give the evolutionary curves for both CCDO and
SELS on one representative test function, G24-l (dF, fC). It
can be seen that SELS did not work properly when the problem
changes fast (e.g. under the change frequency of 50 FEs or 25
FEs). In contrast, CCDO still showed a fast adaptation under
such settings. All these results demonstrate the advantage of
CCDO in solving fast-changing DCOPs.
6) Performance Analysis of CCDO: We further conducted
experiments to analyse the effect of the solution set and SQP
on the performance of CCDO. In this experiment, we ran
CCDO with randomly generated individuals for population
initialisation and re-initialisation instead of using the solution
set. The resultant method is recorded as CCDO-S. We also ran
CCDO with another local search operation, local evolutionary
search enhancement by random memorizing (LESRM) [37]
used in SELS [5], instead of SQP. The resultant method is
recorded as CCDO-L. Tables VIII gives the comparison results
between CCDO-S and CCDO under change frequency of 100
FEs.
It can be seen that the performance deteriorated a lot without
using the solution set. Note that the comparison results under
other change frequencies are similar. This demonstrates the
benefits of offline set search. Tables IX gives the comparison
results between CCDO-L and CCDO under change frequen-
cies of 100 FEs, respectively. We can observe that the use of
SQP is slightly better than the use of the other local search.
Moreover, when comparing CCDO-L to SELS, we found that
CCDO-L still outperformed SELS. Thus, LESRM can be used
as a replacement when the Matlab toolbox of SQP is not
available.
TABLE VIII
COMPARISON RESULTS BETWEEN CCDO AND CCDO-S. BETTER
RESULTS OBTAINED ON EACH TEST FUNCTION ARE MARKED IN BOLD.
Func CCDO-S CCDO
G24-l (dF,fC) 6.14e−01±2.80e−01 1.10e−01±1.08e−01
G24-2 (dF,fC) 5.79e−01±1.18e−01 1.42e−01±4.23e−02
G24-3 (fF,dC) 7.57e−01±1.47e−01 1.51e−01±6.97e−02
G24-3b (dF,dC) 1.08e+00±1.65e−01 4.91e−01±1.72e−01
G24-4 (dF,dC) 1.41e+00±2.60e−01 7.49e−01±1.23e−01
G24-5 (dF,dC) 9.33e−01±1.63e−01 4.73e−01±1.12e−01
G24-6a (dF,fC) 1.87+00±2.01e−01 2.64e−01±9.16e−02
G24-6c (dF,fC) 1.77e+00±1.65e−01 3.05e−01±9.40e−02
G24-7 (fF,dC) 1.14e+00±2.45e−01 6.43e−01±1.10e−01
TABLE IX
COMPARISON RESULTS BETWEEN CCDO AND CCDO-L. BETTER
RESULTS OBTAINED ON EACH TEST FUNCTION ARE MARKED IN BOLD.
Func CCDO-L CCDO
G24-l (dF,fC) 8.41e−02±6.87e−02 1.10e−01±1.08e−01
G24-2 (dF,fC) 1.30e−01±3.78e−02 1.42e−01±4.23e−02
G24-3 (fF,dC) 2.05e−01±6.42e−02 1.51e−01±6.97e−02
G24-3b (dF,dC) 5.68e−01±1.56e−01 4.91e−01±1.72e−01
G24-4 (dF,dC) 7.77e−01±1.26e−01 7.49e−01±1.23e−01
G24-5 (dF,dC) 4.65e−01±1.03e−01 4.73e−01±1.12e−01
G24-6a (dF,fC) 4.58e−01±2.78e−02 2.64e−01±9.16e−02
G24-6c (dF,fC) 3.97e−01±6.31e−01 3.05e−01±9.40e−02
G24-7 (fF,dC) 7.71e−01±8.73e−02 6.43e−01±1.10e−01
B. The Effectiveness of Co-evolutionary Set Search
In this experiment, we randomly generated the same number
of environments at the beginning but fixed them during the co-
evolutionary search process in Algorithm 1. The solution set
found by this fixed process was compared to the solution set
found by the co-evolutionary search process. The parameter
setting for these experiments was set according to Table II.
To quantify the performance of the resulting solution sets,
for each DCOP test function 50 sub-problems with ran-
domly generated parameter values were generated as test sub-
problems. The performance of the solution set on each sub-
problem equals to the error value of the best solution in the
solution set for this sub-problem. The error value of a feasible
solution means the difference between its function value and
the best possible value that a feasible solution can have. When
there is no feasible solution in the solution set for a sub-
problem, the worst possible objective function value that a
feasible solution can have on this sub-problem is taken. The
average performance of the solution set on these 50 sub-
problems over 50 runs was used for comparison. Table XII
summarises the mean and standard deviation of the average
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COMPARISON RESULTS BETWEEN SELS AND THE CCDO METHOD UNDER CHANGE FREQUENCIES OF 500 FES AND 250 FES, RESPECTIVELY. BETTER
RESULTS OBTAINED ON EACH TEST FUNCTION ARE MARKED IN BOLD.
Func 500 FEs 250 FEsSELS CCDO SELS CCDO
G24-l (dF,fC) 6.18e−02±1.65e−02 2.42e−02±4.11e−02 1.49e−01±4.91e−02 6.20e−02±1.05e−01
G24-2 (dF,fC) 8.98e−02±1.48e−02 3.14e−02±1.48e−02 2.02e−01±2.93e−02 6.09e−02±2.36e−02
G24-3 (fF,dC) 8.75e−02±2.94e−02 3.00e−02±1.67e−02 1.85e−01±4.87e−02 5.99e−02±3.38e−02
G24-3b (dF,dC) 1.12e−01±2.86e−02 9.73e−02±7.24e−02 2.37e−01±4.51e−02 2.89e−01±1.95e−01
G24-4 (dF,dC) 1.52e−01±3.70e−02 2.34e−01±9.20e−02 3.35e−01±5.78e−02 4.40e−01±1.51e−01
G24-5 (dF,dC) 9.90e−02±1.54e−02 1.51e−01±4.08e−02 2.16e−01±3.45e−02 2.67e−01±6.98e−02
G24-6a (dF,fC) 1.08e−01±1.45e−02 6.54e−02±1.30e−02 2.14e−01±4.13e−02 1.16e−01±3.84e−02
G24-6c (dF,fC) 1.09e−01±1.74e−02 6.28e−02±1.43e−02 1.96e−01±3.50e−02 1.11e−01±3.88e−02
G24-7 (fF,dC) 1.36e−01±2.02e−02 1.48e−01±2.68e−02 4.08e−01±5.90e−02 2.96e−01±4.91e−02
TABLE XI
COMPARISON RESULTS BETWEEN SELS AND THE CCDO METHOD UNDER CHANGE FREQUENCIES OF 100 FES, 50 FES AND 25 FES, RESPECTIVELY.
BETTER RESULTS OBTAINED ON EACH TEST FUNCTION ARE MARKED IN BOLD.
Func 100 FEs 50 FEs 25 FEsSELS CCDO SELS CCDO SELS CCDO
G24-l (dF,fC) 4.05e−01±9.64e−02 1.10e−01±1.08e−01 1.05e+00±2.17e−01 1.61e−01±1.09e−01 1.55e+00±3.73e−01 2.69e−01±1.14e−01
G24-2 (dF,fC) 3.96e−01±5.56e−02 1.42e−01±4.23e−02 7.93e−01±1.12e−01 2.29e−01±6.24e−02 9.91e−01±1.55e−01 3.75e−01±1.09e−01
G24-3 (fF,dC) 4.87e−01±1.35e−01 1.51e−01±6.97e−02 9.76e−01±2.19e−01 2.92e−01±1.06e−01 1.38e+00±2.82e−01 4.41e−01±1.14e−01
G24-3b (dF,dC) 5.43e−01±8.92e−02 4.91e−01±1.72e−01 1.10e+00±1.52e−01 6.45e−01±1.82e−01 1.63e+00±2.41e−01 8.61e−01±1.68e−01
G24-4 (dF,dC) 8.54e−01±1.29e−01 7.49e−01±1.23e−01 1.50e+00±2.06e−01 9.83e−01±1.94e−01 1.79e+00±2.82e−01 1.28e+00±2.16e−01
G24-5 (dF,dC) 5.25e−01±8.99e−02 4.73e−01±1.12e−01 1.03e+00±1.76e−01 6.50e−01±1.17e−01 1.11e+00±1.90e−01 8.68e−01±1.27e−01
G24-6a (dF,fC) 5.53e−01±9.16e−02 2.64e−01±9.16e−02 1.64e+00±2.72e−01 6.65e−01±2.42e−01 2.17e+00±3.47e−01 1.00e+00±3.58e−01
G24-6c (dF,fC) 5.10e−01±7.52e−02 3.05e−01±9.40e−02 1.57e+00±2.86e−01 6.68e−01±2.25e−01 1.99e+00±3.73e−01 8.60e−01±3.92e−01
G24-7 (fF,dC) 9.43e−01±2.05e−01 6.43e−01±1.10e−01 1.83e+00±2.75e−01 1.03e+00±1.83e−01 2.07e+00±2.75e−01 1.55e+00±2.28e−01
best error obtained on 50 sub-problems over 50 runs for each
test function. Better results are marked in bold according to
the statistical test.
TABLE XII
COMPARISON RESULTS BETWEEN THE CO-EVOLUTIONARY METHOD AND
THE RANDOM METHOD WITH FIXED ENVIRONMENTS. BETTER RESULTS
OBTAINED ON EACH TEST FUNCTION ARE MARKED IN BOLD.
Func Solution Fixed Environments Co-evolutionarySize
G24-l (dF,fC) 2 4.06e−02±6.25e−02 7.98e−02±1.15e−01
G24-2 (dF,fC) 5 5.19e−02±8.57e−02 6.50e−02 ±8.64e−02
G24-6a (dF,fC) 2 4.52e−02±1.90e−01 7.46e−02±2.63e−01
G24-6c (dF,fC) 2 4.45e−02±4.51e−02 3.38e−02±3.21e−02
G24-3 (fF,dC) many 6.46e−01±5.47e−01 2.79e−01±3.14e−01
G24-3b (dF,dC) many 6.03e−01±2.04e−01 5.85e−01±1.58e−01
G24-4 (dF,dC) many 6.40e−01±2.14e−01 6.04e−01±1.75e−01
G24-5 (dF,dC) many 2.86e−01±1.25e−01 2.81e−01±9.12e−02
G24-7 (fF,dC) many 4.11e−01±1.97e−01 2.50e−01±6.42e−02
It can be seen from Table XII that the evolution of environ-
ments can help to obtain a competitive or better solution set
on the second group of test functions in which the smallest
ideal solution set has an unlimited size. But, on the first group
of test functions in which the smallest ideal solution set has
a limited size, the random method with fixed environments
performed better.
This is due to the fact that for the first group of test problems
the coverage on all possible sub-problems can be easily
achieved by random environment sampling since the smallest
ideal solution set has a limited size. Hence, the evolution of
environments can not bring too much improvement in locating
a better solution set but needs more function evaluations.
Consequently, the co-evolutionary method performs weaker
than the one without the evolution of environments.
In contrast, for the second group of test problems the
coverage based on several randomly generated environments
is rather weak, although the evolution of the environment
population required more function evaluations. In this case,
the evolution of environment population takes effect and thus
the co-evolutionary method can show some advantages on this
group of test problems.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
A. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a new dynamic optimisation
approach, CCDO, to address fast-changing DCOPs. It dynam-
ically maintains a solution set which is obtained through CC
at the beginning, and conducts online local search by using
this set as initial solutions once a change has been detected.
To evaluate the efficacy of CCDO, 9 DCOP benchmark test
functions were used and 3 more change frequencies (100 FEs,
50 FEs and 25 FEs) that have not been considered before
in the literature were used to test the performance of CCDO
under fast changes. The experimental results demonstrated that
CCDO still worked well on fast-changing DCOPs when SELS
failed. We also conducted experiments to check the effective-
ness of the environmental evolution in the co-evolutionary
search process. The experimental results showed that the
evolution of environments is more suitable for problems in
which the smallest ideal solution set has an unlimited size
compared to the random method with fixed environments.
B. Limitation of the Proposed Approach and Future Work
The experimental study in this paper represents the first step
to validate that the proposed CCDO approach can react rapidly
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to fast changes. In our future work, the CCDO method will be
tested on more dynamic test problems and real-world applica-
tions. Note that the CCDO method can be generally applied
to dynamic optimisation problems (dynamic constraint satis-
faction problems, dynamic optimisation without constraints or
with box constraints). In the experiments, the number of fitness
evaluations needed in the offline set search process is 57150.
As the cost in co-evolutionary search process was ignored
in the experiments, in our future work, the performance of
CCDO will be evaluated with the co-evolutionary search cost
considered. Moreover, we will investigate improving CCDO
by using other evolutionary operations and accelerating CCDO
by parallel computing.
Some open issues also arise from this work. First, for
dynamic optimisation problems, it is important to investigate
whether a solution set of limited size exists for which optimal
solutions for any given environmental change can be found
by doing local search on them. Second, the optimal size of
a suitable solution set in the proposed dynamic optimisation
framework needs to be studied. Third, whether and when CC
is the most effective method to search a good solution set for
a dynamic problem needs further investigation.
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Fig. 2. Evolutionary Curves of SELS and the CCDO method on G24-l (dF,fC)
